
To scale or not, before PCA
PCA represents the data in a new coordinate system so the first direction/dimension

has the maximum variance, with maximum information.
If one variable, v1 , is in a scale that varies from -10M to 10M, like distance

between cities in meters, and another, v2, from -1 to 1, then just due to scale
difference, variance of v1 would be larger, and picked by PCA process.

Hence, one should do the standardization before applying PCA.
(standardization keeps correlations fixed, mix-max scaling changes it.)
Let’s take a look:

Figure 1

In Fig. 1, the range in the x-direction is 1000 and in the y-direction is 20, so,
variance in x-direction will be larger as well. Hence we normalize. (Fig. 2)

Figure 2
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Now the data are in almost the same range, we rotate the coordinate system so
first axis is in the direction of the derived variable with largest variance and second
will be in the direction of second largest orthogonal to previous one.

In the above plot the red line would be the first PCA, let me call it PC1 direction
and a line orthogonal to it will be the second direction, PC2.

However, even after mapping the data to PCA space (Fig. 3), in the new coor-
dinate system you can see, the new variables will be in different scales. The data in
direction of the PC1 has larger variance as opposed to the PC2.

Hence, if we want to compute distances in the PCA space, the distances will be
affected by such a difference in scale. So, we have to do another scaling, after the
PCA step.

In conclusion

• The scaling done in the first step lets PCA does its job correctly.

• The scaling in the last step makes the computed distances to not be affected
by difference of scales

Representing the data in PCA space kills the correlation among variables, hence the
covariance in PCA space is diagonal:

Figure 3

And the second scaling kills the bad effect of different scales in computing dis-
tances.

The three sptes described above, scaling, PCA step, scaling, is equivalent to
Mahalanobis distance. It kills the effect of scales and correlations among data.

To see the proof of the equivalency please take a look here.
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a4c161cfe54ef45b17aa18e/t/5cbc0736ecaa100001bf4240/1555826488060/mahab_equal.pdf

